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Haunted forest, 
recipes, crafts 
to make most 
of Halloween 
» See Page B6
CAL
HALFTIME 
TURNAROUND
Lakers squeak out victory 
despite suspect first half play 
» See Page B3
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Bicyclist hit by car 
continues to recover
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief
Grand Valley State University 
student Zach Somples, 20, gave a 
thumbs-up sign Friday night.
The gesture may not seem to 
he a significant event, but after 
being struck by a car while bik­
ing Wednesday, the sign showed 
Somples’ improvement, though 
he is still in the Intensive Care 
Unit at Spectrum Buttersworth 
Hospital.
Somples, a sophomore major­
ing in criminal justice, suffered in­
juries to his spinal cord, clavicle, 
traumatic brain injury and also 
required surgery on his pelvis. He
was still on a ventilator as of Sun­
day, and it is unknown when he 
will be released from ICU. It was 
reported doctors are estimating up 
to two years for his full recovery.
The Ottawa County Sher­
iff’s Department did not reply to 
confirm details of the accident, 
but Somples’ roommates, friends 
and girlfriend relayed their un­
derstanding of how the collision 
occurred, though Somples is still 
unable to communicate his per­
spective of what happened.
Somples, a Richland native, 
was on his bicycle turning out of 
Campus View Townhomes to­
ward campus onto Pierce Street 
around ncx)n on Wednesday and 
was struck from behind by a car
driving down the same road. The 
impact threw him from his bike 
— he was not wearing a helmet 
at the time. Paramedics arrived on 
the scene and transported him to 
Buttersworth.
Somples was on his way to 
meet Minna Woodward, a GVSU 
sophomore and his girlfriend of a 
little more than a year. Woodward 
said she found out about the ac­
cident about a half hour after it 
happened was hysterical upon 
hearing the news.
W(xxiward has visited Som­
ples every day since, and she said 
he has shown small improve­
ments so far. Somples is now able
See Accident, A2
SOMPLES
Shamanism gains interest at GVSU
Shaman C. Michael Smith speaks on growing interest in spiritual practices, healing
By Jake Moerdyke
GVL Intern
With the thundering of drums, 
the noise in the Cook-Dewitt 
auditorium fell to a murmur. It 
was a call to order, a call to listen, 
a call to commune with the planet 
that sustains us.
Shaman C. Micheal Smith, 
also known as Mikkal, spoke 
to an audience of Grand Valley 
State University students and 
faculty Wednesday about the 
recent resurgence of interest in 
shamanism. Smith is a shamanic 
healer, Jungian psychologist, 
clinical psychologist and medical 
anthropologist - he has been 
practicing shamanism for 30 
years. Smith also founded the 
Crow's Nest Center for Shamanic 
Studies.
Smith’sdiscussion,titled“Why 
Shamanism Now?,” expressed 
why he feels that the world needs 
the ideas of the shaman now more 
than ever. Shamanism is way for 
people to commune with the spirit 
of the world around them for the 
purpose of healing, whether it be 
the healing of a physical wound, 
the spirit or the world.
‘‘A Shaman is a specialist in
GVL / Rane Martin
Good spirits: C. Michael Smith performs a chant before beginning his lecture.
the sacred,” Smith said. “He takes 
a visionary journey into the other 
world.”
Despite common
misconceptions, shamanism
is not a religion. In fact, the 
practices of a shaman can work 
within the spiritual framework of 
any religious tradition. Maureen 
Wolverton, a GVSU liberal 
studies professor and organizer of 
the event, said that when trying to 
perform a healing, it is extremely 
relevant to the shaman to know 
the spiritual center of his or her 
client.
“It has always used the sacred 
stories of whatever religion is 
prominent to do the healing 
work,” Wolverton said.
During his talk. Smith walked 
the audience through a brief 
history of the shaman and how 
they go about communicating 
with the spirits of the world. 
Smith said there are three different 
worlds that exist within all of 
us — the upper world, the lower 
world and the world in which we 
currently live.
“This three-story [system] is 
really the shaman’s conception of 
the divine,” Smith said.
See Shamanism, A2
University senior plans trip around world
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief
Courtesy Photo / Travis Rabenberg 
Worldwide: GVSU senior Travis Rabenberg (pictured) 
plans to postpone his last semester to travel the world.
Almost anyone would say they’d like to 
travel around the world with the appeal of ad­
venture, allure of the unknown and opportu­
nity to literally broaden one’s horizons.
Few make this lofty goal a reality, but 
Grand Valley State University senior Travis 
Rabenberg is currently finalizing his plans to 
do just that.
With one semester left before obtaining his
degree in engineering, Rabenberg has instead 
decided to embark on an international trip be­
fore returning to GVSU to finish the traditional 
part of his education.
Rabenberg’s love of travel was sparked 
four years ago when he studied abroad in Aus­
tralia, where he said one of his favorite parts 
was getting to meet new people. Since then he 
has visited 14 other countries.
“It’s such an experience to leam the cul­
tures,” he said.
See Travel, A2
INSIDE
TIP-OFF MADNESS
Lakers, fans gear up for 
upcoming basketball season 
» See B2
GVL / Nicole Lamson
Fan fun: A child spreads pizza dough as one of the 
activities at Tip-Off Madness for the men's basketball team.
Inside-Out program 
brings inmates, students 
together to learn
GV professor 
heads in-prison 
teaching program
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer
Fifteen students re­
trieve their driver’s licens­
es. hold their hands out to 
be stamped with special 
ink and submit their note­
books and folders to a thor­
ough search. The students 
remove their shoes and 
socks, empty their pockets 
and open their mouths. Af­
ter passing through metal 
detectors, they endure a 
meticulous pat-down be­
fore receiving their person­
al protection devices.
The process might last 
20 minutes, but when it 
is complete the students 
are free to join the rest of 
their classmates - 15 other 
students waiting inside the 
classroom, clad in blue and 
orange jumpsuits.
These security mea­
sures are standard proce­
dure every Tuesday eve­
ning for the students as 
they file into a room inside 
Michigan Reformatory, a 
multi-level correctional fa­
cility in Ionia, Mich.
Once everyone is in­
side, Carly Hilinski, an 
assistant criminal justice
HILINSKI
professor at Grand Valley 
State University, said she 
runs the class similar to 
any other.
“I hand back papers, 
go over miscellaneous re­
minders and things like 
that,” she said. “We get 
into small groups pretty of­
ten and then come back to 
the laiger group.”
Hilinski runs the Inside- 
Out Prison Exchange pro­
gram, the first of its kind 
at GVSU, the third of its 
kind in Michigan and one 
of more than 200 active of 
its kind in 40 states.
The program, which 
is offered as a three-credit 
elective through CJ 380, 
is a special topics course. 
Hilinski said students gain 
a first-hand look at the cor­
rections system with a per­
spective absent in conven­
tional classroom learning.
“It’s a way for them to
See Hilsinki, A2
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Courtesy Photo / mich.gov
Prison partnership: The Michigan Reformatory in Ionia, Mich., 
houses the Inside-Out Prison Exchange program.
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Accident
continued from page A1 
to squeeze hands and gave the 
thumbs up as means of commu­
nicating.
“I hope (the recovery) goes 
by quickly and there are no 
speed bumps along the way,” 
she said.
Nick Dow, one of Somples’ 
roommates and a junior at 
GVSU, said he found out about 
the accident about 45 minutes 
after it happened. He has also
visited Somples on a daily basis. 
Somples’ parents, siblings and 
other members of the extended 
family have been by his side as 
well.
‘‘He has a good following 
of people with him,” Dow said. 
“That’s good to see.”
I "he road where Somples 
was hit is one of the few roads 
leading to GVSU that does not 
have a sidewalk or pedestrian 
lane.
editorial @ lanthorn x om
Shamanism
continued from page A1
He added that a shaman can 
enter a controlled, but some­
times spontaneous, state of 
meditation through which they 
may get down into these worlds 
and seek the divine great spirit. 
The interactions that the sha­
man has with the images they 
see during these meditations are 
considered to be a form of inter­
cessory prayer.
“The divine is not something 
out there,” Smith said. “It is con­
sidered to be inside us.”
To that effect, the shaman 
should be humble and rever­
ent and let the great spirit work 
through them, Wolverton said.
“The goal (of the shaman) is 
to be a hollow bone so the spir­
it can speak through you,” she 
said.
Smith described a prophecy 
that once came to a shaman by 
the name of Black Elk. In this 
vision. Black Elk saw a blue 
man walking in the world.
“The blue man is that in us 
that is greedy, materialistic ... al­
ways wanting something,” he 
said.
The blue man represents a 
disease which is infecting the 
earth. Smith said that this is why 
we need Shamanism now more
than ever - the things that the 
blue man represents are things 
which are produced by the mind 
of man.
Smith said he believes the 
great spirit resides in our hearts, 
not in our minds and that now 
that the planet is in such danger 
of being destroyed, more people 
are becoming astute to the sha­
man’s ways. He said that the 
wisdom of the great spirit Hows 
through that person’s heart.
“It seems as though we’re 
living in a time where there’s a 
shift about to occur about how 
we think about our resources,” 
Wolverton said. “We realize that 
we need to change the way that 
we interact with this earth.”
This semester, Wolverton is 
teaching a course called “Jung 
and Shamanism.” She said the 
class attracted a wide variety of 
students that all want to know 
about how to connect with the 
world around them.
Natalie Trevino, a peace 
studies majorcurrently enrolled 
in the class, said she was sur­
prised at how many people at­
tended the event and at how di­
versified the crowd was.
“I was happy with the diverse 
nature [of the crowd], from peo­
ple wearing Tye-dye to people 
wearing suites,” she said.
news @ lanthorn eom
Travel
continued from page AI
Though Rabenberg is only one semes­
ter from his degree, he said now is the opti­
mal time to go because he can still use STA 
Travel, a student discount travel agency, to 
help book the trip. 'I'he discounts only ap­
ply to students younger than 26. Now 24, 
Rabenberg; will turn 25 during the trip.
Years in the making, now only a few 
weeks remain before his Nov. 15.departure 
date. He hopes to return by June 1,2011 af­
ter starting in Australia, ending in England 
and milking numerous stops in between.
To prepare for the journey, Rabenberg 
sold his car and his motorcycle in addi­
tion to setting aside extra money. He also 
researched different travel options through 
Rough Guide's “First-time around the 
world” by Doug Lansky. He has since 
signed up for Couch Surfers, a website that 
matches wanderers with couches in foreign 
places, and also plans to stay in hostels and 
with friends along the way.
“You can travel the world. There’s noth­
ing holding you back.” Rabenberg said, 
as his main message to fellow students. 
“Travel doesn’t have to be expensive.”
Rabenberg also hopes to work along 
the way during his seven-month trip. In 
this way, he hopes to gain valuable work 
experience and network to help with his 
post-graduate career.
“I’ve learned there’s always more than 
one answer per problem,” he said. “Differ­
ent countries have different solutions.”
He hopes to learn as much as possible 
about these different approaches to every­
day problems during the trip, a goal which 
Dr. Chris Pung, a GVSU engineering pro­
fessor, agreed is worthwhile.
“Any of these kind of things, as far as 
trips abroad, are a big help for giving stu­
dents new perspective on how different
Courtesy Graphic / Travis Rabenberg
Globetrotter: The map shows the basic route of Travis Rabenberg's trip around the world.
cultures do things,” said F*ung, who teaches 
product design and manufacturing and has 
had Rabenberg in multiple classes.
The engineering school has a three-se­
mester co-op program, which encourages 
students to complete one of the semesters 
abroad to gain more experience.
Rabenberg said his friends and family 
have also been very supportive of his goals 
so far.
“My mom says this will teach me more 
than college,” Rabenberg said. “She says 
there’s a gap between books and the real 
world.”
He said others have admired his ambi­
tion to tackle the world on his own.
Though Rabenberg will make the trip 
alone, which he says will help him mingle 
with other groups and make more connec­
tions along the way, some friends will join 
him in Thailand for the Full Moon Party, an 
event that draws anywhere from 10,000 to 
30,000 people.
Nick Miller, a student at Ferris State 
University who previously attended Grand
Rapids Community College, met Rabenr. 
beig during a trip to Jamaica and said he 
thinks Rabenberg has the personality to 
make this trip a success.
“I’m sure he will meet many more peo­
ple, which will open up a lot of cool oppor­
tunities,” Miller said. "This kid is about to 
do what we all dream and talk about doings 
but we never commit.”
Along the way, Rabenberg plans to 
bungee jump, ski, watch base jumping, dirt 
bike and shark dive.
His trip will take him from Australia to. 
Singapore, Thailand, Nepal, China, Egypt,, 
Dubai, Monaco, Austria, Germany, Ireland „ 
Sweden, Norway and England.
Rabenberg is still looking for support for 
his trip in terms of airline miles, financial, 
assistance or simply Facebook followers. 
He started a group, “Trekking with Trav ”, 
on Facebook where he will post photos and 
weekly video blogs along the way.
“It will follow along the entire trip,” he 
said. “You’ll experience it with me.”
editorial® lanthorn xom
Hilksinki
continued from page A1
put a face to that abstract we 
talk about all the time in class - 
criminals, sentencing and pun­
ishment,” Hilinski said.
Though the program is de­
signed to dispel physical and 
social barriers, inmates are re­
ferred to as “inside students” 
while GVSU enrollees are 
called “outside students.” This 
distinction has not prevented 
“outside students” such as se­
nior Elle Gray from embracing 
the unique learning experience.
“While we do have as­
signed readings and papers in 
this class, I feel that the real 
learning comes from our in- 
class discussions and interac­
tions with our classmates,” she 
said. “We learn from each other 
as well as the instructor, and it’s 
entirely up to us what we get 
out of our sessions.”
Watching students break 
down these barriers, Hilinski 
said, is the most rewarding as­
pect of the program.
“They’re just like us, except 
that they made a choice or they 
made a mistake and they got
\ REMIX 
MANIFESTO
A FILM BY BRETT GAYLOR 
7:00 PM I October 22, 2010 
Kirkhof Center Room 2263
OPEN ACCESS WEEK Sponsored by 
October 18-24th, 2010 University Libraries
caught,” she said. “We would 
be hard pressed to find some­
body that could say they’ve 
never committed any type of 
crime whatsoever, so seeing 
the two groups work together 
and seeing that barrier between 
us and them break down is re­
ally rewarding.”
Another key distinction be­
tween the two sets of students 
is that “inside students” do not 
receive college credit for the 
course, though they do not pay 
tuition either. Instead, they gain 
a chance to participate in a con­
structive educational program.
While “inside students” re­
ceive certificates after complet­
ing the course that they can put 
in their prison files, Michigan 
Reformatory Warden Carmen 
Palmer said they also receive 
intangible benefits.
“We believe increased edu­
cational opportunities improve 
offender chances of becoming 
better citizens upon release and 
contributes to their individual 
growth while in prison,” she 
said.
Hilinski’s inspiration to fos­
ter the program at GVSU came 
when she began teaching at the 
university and found students 
lacking interest in the correc­
tions process.
Hilinski completed her in­
structor training in June 2009, 
but it was several months be­
fore she began to teach the
course as she spent six months 
waiting for approval from 
prison officials and a few more 
working out the details.
The classroom, which fea­
tures windows on three walls, 
surveillance and the presence 
of a facility official, boasts 
chairs, a desk, a white board,’ 
chalk board and little else.
“I don’t have any electronic 
resources, which is fine, but 
I’ve got the basics for a class­
room.” Hilinski said.
Because it is a college-level 
course, Hilinski said the pro­
gram’s curriculum is designed 
to present challenges for both 
types of students.
“We talk about things like 
why people commit crimes, 
theories of crime, myths and re­
alities of prison, victimization, 
punishment and sentencing,” 
she added.
Unlike in traditional classes, 
Hilinski said she has found that, 
both sets of studenLs are en­
thusiastic participants - while 
“outside students” are gener­
ally more engaged than in her 
normal classes, she has found 
that “inside students” assert 
their own involvement with 
additional examples from the 
news or txxiks they have read.
Kpelican @ lanthorn x om
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL CARTOON
Safety oversights
As Grand Valley State University continues 
to upgrade its facilities and grounds, 
the addition of sidewalks should not bef
overlooked.
Last year, a new Parking Transportation Traffic Committee 
formed at GVSU with the intent of evaluating traffic and 
transportation patterns on and to campus to propose potential 
upgrades to improve the traffic flow.
In January, Bob Brown and James Moyer, members of the 
Transportation Traffic Committee and administrators in Facilities 
Planning, told the Lanthorn the addition of sidewalks on Pierce 
Street was one possible project the committee would endorse. 
Moyer said especially with the addition of the new living centers 
and dining center on the south side of campus, interaction 
between pedestrians and vehicles would increase.
Just last week, the prospected interaction took a tragic turn as 
a student on a bicycle was struck by a car, and the student may 
not be able to return to classes for the remainder of the semester. 
Regardless of whose “fault” the incident was, to a certain 
extent the collision was unavoidable as motorists, bicyclists and 
pedestrians are forced to share the same space.
Whatever studies the Parking Transportation Traffic Committee 
is still conducting, the recent injury of this student should be 
plenty of proof that the current transportation set up is not 
acceptable.
As the GVSU student population continues to grow and the 
campus continues to expand, the university needs to plan for more 
students commuting to campus, whether from a block away or a 
few miles. Whatever mode of transportation the students choose, 
they should feel comfortable the means will be provided for a safe 
commute.
One student has been seriously injured partially as a result 
of the lack of sidewalks along this road, but he is not the only 
one affected by the problem. Numerous others have been 
inconvenienced and possibly endangered when walking, biking, 
running or skateboarding on Pierce Street.
The absence of sidewalks on one of the main routes to the 
Allendale Campus is an oversight in what should be an effort to 
promote student safety. Whether the bulk of the responsibility 
lies on Allendale Township, Georgetown Township or GVSU, 
someone needs to take the lead and start the collaborated effort to 
add sidewalks.
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GVL OPINION POLICY -
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley lanthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
letters must include the author s name 
and be accompanied by ament picture 
identification if dropped off in person. 
Letters will be checked by an employee of 
the Grand Valley I .anthorn
Letters appear as space permits each
• • • •
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
Ihe editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn will not be 
held responsible for errors that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
Ihe name of the author may be withheld 
for compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
GVL / Jacob Bowen
YOUR INSIGHTS--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Who are the gubernatorial candidates? What 
factors will influence who you vote for?
"I don't know.
Based on the past 
history of what 
they have done, 
their votes on the 
economy and their 
stance on how 
they will change 
Michigan..." 
Christina Sequin 
Grad student 
Occupational therapy
"I don't know.
Efforts on job 
creation."
Jamie McCormick
Freshman
Undecided
"I don't know.
Women's rights 
and gay rights."
Kelsey Dean
Junior
Communication
"Bernero and 
Snyder.
Education, health 
care and politics."
Kevin O'Neill
Sophomore 
Political Science
"I don't know.
Promoting jobs is 
a large factor in 
swaying my vote"
Paige Phillips
Sophomore
Pre-nursing
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Allure of illegal downloading hard to resist
It is pretty clear that 
illegally downloading 
music is a problem. 
Record companies are 
losing tons of money.
I mean, $12.5 billion 
in a year is no small 
chunk of change (unless, 
of course, you are a 
weekly columnist for a 
college newspaper), and 
it surprised me that the 
dollar amount was so 
high.
“Why,” I asked 
myself, “are my peers 
stealing so much 
copyrighted material? 
Today’s music isn’t even 
that good.”
What really baffles 
me is the fact that people 
still find it surprising 
that file sharing and 
illegal downloading is so 
common. Let me paint 
a picture for you: A new 
album drops in stores,
and you can choose to 
shop at the store with 
security guards at every 
aisle, cameras out the 
wazoo and those magic 
metal-detector machines 
at the doors that just 
seem to beep at random 
people. Or you can go 
to the store across the 
street that has none 
of those things and a 
cashier who is too busy 
playing on his iPhone 
to care about how 
much the merchandise 
is being loaded into 
an unmarked van out 
the back door. For the 
sake of the analogy, the 
van’s license plate says 
“TORRNTZ.”
Of course college 
students are going 
to steal music. We 
practically live off it. 
Regardless of the genre 
differences, music is an 
essential part of college, 
according to all of 
my friends’ Facebook 
interests.
And with the 
economic climate the 
way it is (cloudy with
a chance of recession), 
it’s no wonder so many 
students turn to illegal 
activities. We’re one of 
the poorest factions in 
American society. What 
do you expect us to pay 
for music with? Term 
papers?
Actually, that’s not a 
horrible idea. Imagine 
how productive students 
would be if they actually 
had to generate quality 
essays to listen to 
music. I may be on to 
something here, unless 
Apple takes the initiative 
and makes it 20 times 
better.
The biggest 
problem 1 have with 
illegal downloading is 
the fact that its nay­
sayers emphasize that 
the software used to 
download stolen music is 
100 percent legal. These 
are likely the same 
people who walk into a 
dorm room, spot a bong, 
and say, “Well, there are 
plenty of legitimate ways 
to use that.”
True, but you and I
both know that those 
ways aren’t being 
utilized.
What do these people 
expect Li mew ire to be 
used for besides sharing 
illegally-obtained files? 
All sarcasm aside, I 
cannot think of one 
realistic reason why a 
person would use this 
software to legally share 
files instead of other, 
less-virus-y means, such 
as e-mail.
So, what can we 
take away from this, 
as college students? 
Hopefully as much free 
music as possible. But 
do be careful. Even 
though no Grand Valley 
State University student 
has been sued yet for 
illegal downloading, 
it can only be a matter 
of time before some 
big record company 
attempts to make some 
lost money back in the 
form of a lawsuit.
Take piracy seriously, 
lest ye be made to walk 
the plank.
cslattery@ lanthorn rom
No sidewalks factor in roommate's injury
GVL Columnist
For the past several 
days my friend and 
roommate Zach Somples 
has been in the hospital 
recovering from injuries 
he sustained while 
bicycling to school on 
Pierce Street. He was 
forced Wednesday to ride 
his bike in the street due 
to the lack of adequate 
sidewalks along that 
road.
Despite the incredible 
growth our campus 
and community have 
experienced lately, 
there are still parts 
of our transportation 
infrastructure that are 
sorely lacking. The 
Pierce Street corridor is 
the only way for Copper
Beech and Campus 
View residents to get 
to campus. The street 
is devoid of pedestrian- 
friendly improvements 
such as sidewalks and 
street lights except for a 
small stretch of sidewalk 
outside Campus View 
Apartments, which 
is isolated from other 
sidewalks.
Without sidewalks, 
pedestrians and bicyclists 
like Zach are forced 
to compete with cars 
traveling at up to 55 
mph (the speed limit for 
unsigned rural roads) 
for space. The only 
alternative for pedestrians 
is to walk in the muddy 
drainage ditches on either 
side of the road. It was 
only a matter of time 
until this treacherous 
environment claimed a 
victim.
Scary at best in the 
daytime, the mad is
an unlit deathtrap for 
pedestrians and bicyclists 
when visibility is less 
than optimal.
“Numerous times at 
night I’m driving down 
Pierce and don’t see a 
pedestrian until I pass 
him,” said junior Kat 
Polmear.
According to a 2002 
study by the University 
of North Carolina, the 
presence of sidewalks 
along a given roadway 
lowered the likelihood 
of a vehicle-pedestrian 
crash by 88 percent. The 
same study found that 
more than 90 percent of 
all vehicle-pedestrian 
accidents occur on roads 
without paved sidewalks.
Georgetown 
Township manager Dan 
Carlton said he attended 
a meeting two weeks ago 
with Grand Valley State 
University to discuss 
sidewalks on 48th Street
and possibly on Pierce. 
He said it was the only 
time he had heard of a 
desire to add sidewalks 
to the road. Carlton also 
said it would likely be 
the university's decision 
when and where to place 
the sidewalks.
Jim Bachmeier, vice 
president of Finance and 
Administration, said it’s 
not a matter of if, but a 
matter of when there will 
be a sidewalk on Pierce 
Street.
If GVSU wants to 
consider itself a premier 
university, it must 
first give its students a 
fighting chance to get 
to school. Without the 
addition of sidewalks 
along Pierce Street,
Zach will not be the 
last student to have his 
life changed because 
of the lack of a simple 
sidewalk.
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GV NEWS BRIEFS
■1
The Vagina 
Monologues turns 10
In February 2011, 
the Grand Valley State 
University V-Day 
organization will celebrate 
the 10th anniversary of 
the Vagina Monologues. 
Currently, the V-Day 
organization at GVSU is 
seeking faculty, staff and 
students who identify 
as women to become 
activists/actresses in 
the production.Theater 
experience is not 
necessary to be a part of 
the production.
Auditions will take 
place on Nov. 13 from 11 
a.m.to 5 p.m.and Nov.
14 from 1 p.m.to 5 p.m. 
in the Women's Center. 
Interested parties should 
only attend one audition.
The Vagina Monologues 
aims at raising awareness 
to end violence against 
women and empower 
women to become strong 
leaders. For questions or 
more information, e-mail 
vdaygvsu@gmail.com.
■2
Professor and coach 
retires from GVSU
On Nov. 10, the 
Department of Movement 
Science will celebrate the 
retirement of professor 
and coach Jim Scott at the 
Alumni House from 1:30 
p.m.to 3 p.m.following 
his 50th and Noon Lecture 
on "The Early History of 
Physical Education and ’ 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
at Grand Valley" that is 
scheduled to begin at 
noon in the Cook DeWitt 
Center.
MSU Law to visit GVSU
Michigan State 
University Law will 
visit Grand Valley State 
University Wednesday 
as the MSU admissions 
office hosts an information 
reception from 7 p.m. to 
8:30 p.m. in Loosemore 
Auditorium in the DeVos 
Center.
The reception is open 
to all students considering 
law school - freshman 
through seniors, as well 
as graduates - and will 
provide a forum for 
obtaining first-hand 
information about Law 
College's academic 
programs, admissions 
standards, scholarship 
opportunities and other 
topics of interest.
Those interested must 
send an RVSP email today 
to admiss@law.msu.edu or 
RSVP by phone at 517- 
432-0222.
■4
University
Eresidents return for ook signing
Three current and 
former university 
presidents visit campus 
for a book signing. 
President Thomas Haas, 
former President Mark 
Murray and President 
Emeritus Arend D. Lubbers 
will all sign copies of 
GVSU's 50th anniversary 
commemorative book, 
"Grand Valley Celebrates 
50 Years of Shaping Lives," 
today from 3 p.m.to 5 p.m. 
in the Thornapple Room of 
the Kirkhof Center.
The book, which retails 
at $19.95, is on sale at 
University Book Store.
Rick Snyder to answer questions at the Wealthy Theater Tuesday
By Elijah Brumback
GVLA&E Editor
Michigan’s tough nerd gu­
bernatorial candidate, Rick 
Snyder, is scheduled to answer 
the public’s questions at the 
Wealthy Theater Tuesday.
The engagement is spon­
sored by the Michigan State 
Housing Development Au­
thority and produced by Rapid 
Growth Media.
For students interested in No­
vember’s election, the chance 
to ask a candidate questions is 
something that should be taken 
advantage of, said Tedd Busch, 
a campaign coordinator for Bill 
Huizenga, who is running in 
Michigan’s second congressio­
nal district.
“Candidates at any level 
often have to be relentless in 
making public appearances,” he 
said. “This kind of speaking en­
gagement is absolutely invalu­
able for both the candidate and 
the public. Traditionally West 
Michigan is a conservative­
leaning region and it wouldn't 
surprise me if Snyder is well 
received, though I think it might 
be interesting to see what he has 
to say in reaction to some of the 
socially progressive issues.”
So far the Grand Rapids Press 
and the Detroit News have run 
editorials endorsing Snyder for 
governor, though both Jeff Hill, 
publisher of Rapid Growth Me­
dia, and Tommy Allen, lifestyle 
editor for G-Sync, who will 
serve as mediators for the event, 
have said this is neither an en­
dorsement nor pro-Rick Snyder
rally. Both groups are intent on 
providing an opportunity for 
Grand Rapids citizens to hear 
from the potential candidate on 
where he stands on issues im­
portant to Grand Rapids before 
casting a vote in November.
According to Snyder’s web­
site, www.rickformichigan. 
com, Michigan does not just 
need to be fixed but reinvented. 
I lie website outlines a 10-point 
plan that includes creating jobs, 
reforming the tax system and 
creating an environment that 
keeps Michigan youth in Michi­
gan as its future, it has many 
claims to Snyder’s viability as a 
potential governor, all of which 
are encouraged to be questioned 
at Tuesday’s engagement.
One issue central to this elec­
tion is Michigan’s current unem­
ployment rate, which stands at 
13.1 percent according the Bu­
reau of l>abor Statistics, second 
in the country behind Neveda at 
14.4 percent.
“Snyder has used a lot of 
his advertising campaign to ad­
dress creating jobs and revamp­
ing the economy of the state,” 
Busch said. “It’s smart to really 
attack this, but it seems fairly 
one-dimensional. Hopefully the 
questions get away from this 
so people can understand him 
in a broader sense, not just the 
nerd persona he’s been running 
with.”
Hill said GVSU students 
should definitely come to Tues­
day’s forum for a fun, yet seri­
ous look at a potential governor.
GVSU junior and econom­
ics major Patrick Stegeman 
said this is a great opportunity
arts@Uinthi)rn £om
for students who are unfamiliar 
with this year’s gubernatorial 
race.
“It’s shame, but I ' 
don’t think many stu­
dents could tell you I 
who the candidates 
are for this election,” 
he said.“I don’t think 
they realize how 
close the election is 
and I haven’t really 
seen a lot of inter­
est or information on 
campus about Snyder 
or(Viq>) Bemero.”
Questions are cur­
rently being gathered 
through social media 
and the Rapid Growth 
Media website at www. 
rapidgrowthmedia.com.
Admission is free and 
doors open at 5 pm.
Courtesy Photo / rickformichigan.com
Candidate close up: Gubernatorial candidate Rick Snyder (R) will speak at the Wealthy Theater at 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Best-selling author speaks to Seidman students, faculty
Author of 'Too Big to Fail,'Andrew Ross Sorkin, offers explanation of financial crisis from Wall Street perspective
GVL/Julie Verhage
Wall Street woes: Lanthorn writer Julie VerHage (left) stands with two other undergraduate students and NY Times journalist Andrew Sorkin (third from 
left) before his speech at a dinner hosted by the Seidman College of Business. Sorkin wrote best-selller “Too Big to Fail" about causes of the financial crisis.
By Julie VerHage
GVL Staff Writer
Ancfrew Ross Sorkin, a 
journalist for The New York 
Times and author of “Too Big 
to Fail,” visited Grand Valley 
State University’s Pew Cam­
pus Tuesday.
Sorkin was the keynote 
speaker at the World Affairs 
Council of Western Michi­
gan’s 61 st anniversary dinner, 
an event co-sponsored by the 
Seidman College of Business. 
Prior to his keynote speech at 
Am way Grand Plaza, he took 
time to meet with a small 
group of students and faculty 
at the University Club in the 
DeVos Center.
The 33-year-old began by 
saying his goal in writing his 
book “was to construct a nar­
rative to try to bring the pub­
lic inside the room” where 
decisions were made to sup­
port Wall Street banks with an 
infusion of public cash. “Too 
Big to Fail” is the story of the 
current financial crisis in the 
US.
Sorkin said while it is 
easy to criticize the decision 
makers in retrospect with 
unemployment still hover­
ing around 10 percent, the 
scene that may seem black 
and white “suddenly becomes 
very gray.”
He went 
on to talk 
about the 
so-cal led 
greed of the 
“big play­
ers on Wall 
Street.”
“There is 
no question 
the whole 
system is 
driven by 
greed from 
the very top, 
and the top 
is us,” he 
said. “In re­
gards to the 
Wall Street 
CEOs, I’m not sure it’s about 
greed at all. The money be­
comes a scorecard for power. 
What drove decisions? Not 
money, but pride.”
Sorkin said he is no longer 
concerned about the bank­
ing system. Rather, he now 
looks at states and even coun­
tries that experience financial 
trouble.
“One of the great lessons 
of the book is how quickly
things can fall apart,” he said.
Sorkin did not foresee a 
double-dip recession in the 
near future, but he predicted 
a long recovery.
“From my point of view, 
his comments on the bailout 
were the most interesting of 
his talk,” said Professor Dan­
iel Giedeman, 
one of the fac­
ulty members 
who attended 
the main event 
that evening. 
“He thought the 
bailout was a 
very good idea, 
saying that even 
though unem­
ployment today 
is around 10 
percent,the Fed 
and Treasury 
departments 
had models 
suggesting that 
if nothing had 
been done, we 
could have an 
unemployment rate today of 
25 to 32 percent.”
Sorkin also addressed the 
politically unpopular Trou­
bled Asset Relief Program, 
which allows the government 
to purchase assets and equity 
from financial institutions.
“Sorkin suggested that 
TARP was unpopular in part 
because the unemployment 
rate is still so high and that 
people don’t realize that most
of the money has been repaid 
or will be repaid.” Giedeman 
said. “He also said that the 
Fed and the Treasury didn’t 
go out of their way to explain 
to the public how important 
the bailout was because they 
were scared of creating an 
even bigger panic.”
New York Magazine de­
scribed Sorkin’s novel, which 
debuted at No. 4 on the Times' 
best-seller list, as a “nearly 
minute-by-minute account 
of the financial crisis as ob­
served through the eyes of the 
clashing Wall Street CEOs 
who drove their investment 
banks into the abyss and the 
government regulators who 
watched powerless from the 
sidelines.”
The bcx>k has become a 
media sensation with Sorkin 
frequently appearing on fi­
nancial networks like CNBC 
and Bloomberg.
Sorkin spent some 500 
hours interviewing more than 
200 people directly involved 
with the bailouts and banking 
crisis to write his txx>k.
Professor Hari Singh, who 
also attended the main event, 
said one part that struck him 
was how Sorkin got all the in­
formation for his book.
“He divided his sources 
in to three groups: those who 
wanted to help him make an 
objective and historical docu­
ment, those who wanted to 
spin the story in their favor 
and those that didn’t want to
talk to him at all,” he said. 
“He was extremely persistent 
when it came to getting his in­
formation.”
jverhage@ lanthorn .com
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"There is no 
question the 
whole system 
is driven by 
greed from the 
very top, and 
the top is us."
-Andrew Ross Sorkin
Journalist, author
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Cody Eding, Sports Editor
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GV SPORTS
■1
Cross country competes 
at Penn State, Hillsdale 
Invitationals
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s and women’s 
cross country teams split up 
over the weekend, sending 
the No. 1 teams to compete 
at Penn State University 
while the No. 2 teams ran 
at Hillsdale College in the 
Charger Invitational.
Led by junior Tyler 
Emmorey’s 15th-place finish 
(25:44) the men finished in 
fourth place at Penn State, while 
the women finished fifth behind 
senior Katherine McCarthy’s 
26th-place finish (21:26). Both 
No. 2 teams placed second at 
the Charger Invitational.
The Lakers will travel back 
to Hillsdale on Nov. 6 to race in 
the GLIAC Championships.
Swim and dive teams 
fall to UW-Milwaukee
Grand Valley State 
University men's and the 
women's swimming and 
diving teams each dropped 
season-opening decisions 
to Division I University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee Friday 
night at the GVSU Pool. The 
men's team fell 193.5-106.5 
while the women lost 177.5- 
122.5.
The men saw first-place 
finishes from junior Aaron 
Beebe in the 1,000-yard 
freestyle (9:47.83) and the 
200-yard butterfly (1:55.21), 
junior Raphael Santos in 
the 100-yard backstroke 
(52.39) and senior Jordan 
Schrotenboer in the 200-yard 
backstroke (1:55.95).
For the women, junior Carly 
Bush finished first in the 200- 
yard and 100-yard butterfly, 
with times of 2:08.33 and 
58.29, respectively. Senior 
Kim Baughman won the 
50-yard freestyle (24.10) and 
sophomore Kelsey Vermeer 
took the 100-yard backstroke 
(59.07). Junior Rachel Storm 
finished first in both the 
3-meter and 1-meter dives.
GLIAC STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
1. GVSU (6-0,7-0)
2. Hillsdale (5-1,6-1)
3. Ferris State (5-1,5-2)
4. Wayne State (4-2,5-2)
5. Michigan Tech. (4-2,4-2)
6. Northern Mich. (4-2,4-3)
“ . VOLLEYBALL
1. Hillsdale. (12-0, 18-1)
2. Northern Mich. (11-0, 17-1)
3. GVSU (10-2,14-5)
4. Tiffin (6-4, 10-9)
5. Ferris State (7-5, 11-8)
6. Wayne State (7-5,9-10)
WOMEN’S SOCCER
1. GVSU (10-1-1,13-1-1)
2. Ferris State (7-3-2,7-5-3)
3. Tiffin (6-3-1.8-4-1)
4. Northern Mich. (6-3-3,6-3-5)
5. Saginaw Valley (7-4-1,8-5-1) 
6.0DU (4-3-3, 8-3-3)
WOMEN’S TENNIS
1. GVSU (10-0,11-0)
2. North wood (10-1, 10-1)
3. Ferris State (9-2,9-2)
4. Ashland (7-4, 8-4)
5. Wayne State (7-4,7-4)
K r
Volleyball team takes 3 straight at GLVC-GLI AC Crossover tourney
No. 25 Lakers knock off No. 
11 Lewis in final match
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer
Two years after rattling off three 
straight wins at one of the biggest col­
legiate volleyball tournaments in the 
nation and one year after posting one 
win against two losses at the same 
tournament, the No. 25 Grand Valley 
State University Lakers returned to 
dominance in dramatic fashion at the 
GLVC-GLI AC Crossover Tournament 
in Aurora, Ill.
After busting out the brooms yet 
again for their sixth and seventh con­
secutive sweeps - 25-22,25-20,25-13 
over Missouri University of Science 
and Technology and 25-21,25-13,25- 
20 over Northern Kentucky Univer­
sity - on the tournament’s opening day 
Friday, the Lakers found themselves 
in a familiar situation Saturday as they 
lined up against No. 11 Lewis Univer­
sity, a team that sent them packing with 
a five-set loss in 2009.
This time, however, the Lakers 
prevailed over their opposition as they 
capped their tournament success with a
3-2 victory over Lewis led by the in­
spired play of senior Rebeccah Rapin, 
who tallied career-highs of 25 kills and 
11 digs in the match.
“I don’t think there was a better play­
er in the gym the whole weekend,” said 
head coach Deanne Scanlon. “That’s 
what you want out of your seniors. In a 
tight match like that, you want to look 
to somebody who wants the ball and in 
those pressure situations wants to be 
the one who takes the swings.”
The Lakers (14-5. 10-2 GLIAC) 
captured their eighth straight win only 
after outgunning Lewis 20-25, 30-28, 
25-17, 20-25, 15-13 in what became 
a two-hour and 14-minute affair that 
saw 38 ties and 18 lead changes. After 
battling through four sets, the Lakers 
found themselves in a grim position 
when they fell behind Lewis 13-11 
in the fifth set.
Then Rapin stunned Lewis 
with three straight kills - assisted 
by Meghan Scanlon - before Lewis 
made an attack error to seal the Laker 
victory.
Recording a 339 hitting percent­
age on the offensive side and six block 
assists defensively in the fi- 
nal game, Rapin credited th< v 
team’s unity in its success i
[mu tvsil wuimn— SSTSunui
the tournament.
“Everybody was just on the same 
page,” Rapin said. “Everybody just 
wanted it, and we just started play­
ing for each other instead of worrying 
about our individual games. Not Every­
one had their best game every game, 
but other people stepped up and got the 
job done for everybody else.”
Senior Leslie Curtis said the week­
end wins would provide the team with 
the momentum critical to playing well 
in future matches.
“As a team, 1 think we’re getting 
better every day and every game,” said 
Curtis, who contributed eight kills, 
18 digs and a service ace in the vic­
tory over Lewis. “I think that it really 
showed us the potential we have and 
that we’re really going to be able 
to accomplish big things this 
year.”
The wins in Aurora have 
the added effect of shaping 
GVSU’s regional ranking.
Scanlon said the victory over 
Lewis - the best team in the GVLC - 
not only bolsters that ranking but also 
provides the Lakers with positive mo­
rale for the rest of the season.
“Whether you win or you lose, you 
want them to have a certain kind of 
mentality,” she said.
“Sometimes a hard five-game match 
can be kind of a turning point in a sea­
son because you’re just competing for 
every point.”
Curtis said that competitive mental­
ity factored into the team’s performance 
at the tournament.
“I think that’s why we played so 
well, because we weren’t thinking 
about losing as an option ” she added.
Scanlon praised all of her players 
for their team-first effort but said they 
cannot get complacent after recent suc­
cesses, especially with an upcoming 
road trip to the UP to take on Michigan 
Technological University and No. 13 
Northern Michigan University.
“We lost a tough five-game set to 
Northern Michigan earlier in the year, 
so I know we’re really looking forward 
to that,” Scanlon said.
The Lakers will play Michigan Tech 
in Houghton on Saturday and at North­
ern Michigan in Marquette on Sunday.
gpelican@ lanthorn rom
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GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Return to sender: Junior outisde hitter Courtney McCotter leaps up to spike the ball against Lake Erie College. The Lakers won the GLVC-GLIAC Crossover tournament over the weekend.
Wesley: 'He's dealt with a lot of hard work and pain'
Finally healthy, senior K'Len Morris looks to help 
basketball team find success in upcoming season
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer
From Grand Blanc to Ann Arbor 
and finally Allendale, Grand Valley 
State University senior basketball 
player K’Len Morris’career has taken 
him all over the state of Michigan.
The 6-foot-5-inch guard graduated 
from Grand Blanc High School in 
2006 and signed a letter of intent 
to play basketball for then-coach 
Tommy Amaker at the University 
of Michigan. After a shoulder injury 
ended his freshman season with 
the Wolverines in 2006-07, Morris 
applied for transfer 11 games into the 
2007-08 season.
“After coach Amaker got fired, the 
situation at Michigan wasn't a good 
one for me,” Morris said. “Coach 
(Ric) Wesley and my teammates 
were the biggest factor when I 
transferred to GVSU. I just got along 
with everyone.”
Morris’ addition to the GVSU 
basketball team only added to the 
existing depth. Wesley and the Lakers 
were coming off a record-breaking 
season in which the team reached 
the Elite Eight for the second straight 
season.
His impact that season was small 
during his first season, again missing 
the majority due to a knee injury. The 
proverbial injury bug seems to have 
followed Morris to almost every stop 
in his basketball career.
“K’Len has had more setbacks 
than a normal athlete, you have to 
admire him for continuing to come 
back and rehab,” said Wesley, who 
is heading into his sixth season as 
GVSU’s head coach. “He’s dealt 
with a lot of hard work and pain, but 
he is in a better place now than ever
in his time here, so we’re keeping out 
fingers crossed he stays healthy this 
season.”
While the injuries have come 
in bunches - the shoulder injury at 
Michigan and two knee injuries in 
two years at GVSU - they have not 
slowed Morris’ play on the court. His 
raw stats may not stand out, but in 
only 22 games last season he finished 
second on the team in 3-pointers 
made with 18 and averaged a steal 
per game.
“You can’t just sit there and dwell 
on injuries, that’s what takes you 
out of the game,” Morris said. “My 
teammates helped push me to return, 
and that support system is what has 
gotten me back to where I am now.”
The resiliency Morris has shown 
is something coach Wesley hopes 
can be used to the senior’s advantage 
this season. The Lakers are looking 
to improve upon last season’s effort, 
which yielded a 22-9 record and the 
team’s fifth-straight trip to the NCAA 
Tournament.
“He hasn’t ever really played a 
healthy season in his college career,” 
Wesley said. “His hard work to get 
healthy says a lot about his resiliency. 
He has dealt with some pretty major 
injuries, it shows to his desire and 
commitment and we’re hoping it 
pays off big this year.”
Despite only playing in 34 games 
the last two seasons, Morris has 
found himself as comfortable with 
Wesley’s system as ever. The coach 
expects Morris to bring the shooting 
touch that he showed at Michigan to 
GVSU for a full season and, with his 
body in good health, hopefully help 
the team contend for a GLIAC title.
“This is the best that I’ve felt since 
being here, and 1 want to push myself 
and my teammates so we can be as
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Kicking the crutch: K’len Morris pushes the ball upcourt in a past game. The senior will 
look to play a complete season for the first time in his collegiate career.
successful as possible,” Morris said, my goal is to come in a play my game 
“We’re so deep, and that will help us every day and push my teammates.” 
succeed as a team, but individually bfredericksen@lanthornjcom
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Sisters help tennis team to undefeated start
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Senior Reporter
Women’s tennis at Grand 
Valley State University feels 
the family bond more than 
ever.
Jackie and Niki Shipman, 
sisters from Saline, Mich., 
have been a big part of the 
success the team has enjoyed 
this year. The women’s team 
is 11-0 heading into its linal 
match of the season Tuesday 
against Saginaw Valley State 
University.
“It’s been a fun experience 
playing together,” Niki said. 
“It’s nice because we know 
each others’ games, but we 
also know each others’ per­
sonalities. It's like playing 
with your best friend.”
While the two previously 
played on the same team in 
high school, both sisters said 
the college level game has 
brought them closer together.
“You can tell that they are 
sisters and that they have a 
special bond,” said senior 
Chelsea Johnston. “It’s funny 
to see how they act together. 
We’ve seen Jackie by herself 
for so long. Now that we get 
to see them together, it’s pret­
ty cool.”
Familiarity with each other 
and stepping into adulthood 
has eliminated any semblance 
of a sibling rivalry, Jackie 
said.
“There used to be sibling 
rivalry, but not anymore,” she 
said. “She’s just flat-out bet­
ter, and I’ve accepted that. 1 
give her a lot of credit. She’s 
really improved her game and 
worked hard.”
Their teammates have no­
GVL / Andrew Mills
Undefeated: Niki Shipman takes a swing at the Regional Championship.
ticed that Jackie has accepted 
to taking a backseat to her 
younger sister.
“I think Jackie is happy 
that Niki is doing so well,” 
said senior Darylann Trout. 
“Niki never really shows any 
emotion, so even if she had 
a sibling rivalry, she would 
never express it.”
Niki said having her sis­
ter’s support means a lot to 
her, boosting her confidence 
during tough matches.
“It helps when she’s 
around,” she said. “She’ll 
cheer me on and watch my 
court. It always feels good 
to see a familiar face sitting 
there.”
Even their parents appreci­
ate the closeness that the two
duo
finishes 7th at 
USTA/ITA 
National 
Championships
The No. 1 doubles 
team of seniors Chelsea 
Johnston and Darlyann 
Trout placed seventh at 
the USTA/ITA Division II 
National Championships 
in Mobile, Ala., during the 
weekend.
Johnson and Trout went 
1-1 on Friday, losing to 
California University (Pa.) 
6-3, 6-3 before defeating 
a team from Upper Iowa 
University 6-0, 6-1 to 
finish in seventh place. 
The pair went 1-2 during 
the weekend and are 14-2 
on the season.
"It's nice because 
we know each 
others'games, 
but we also know 
each others' 
personalities. It's 
like playing with 
your best friend."
-Niki Shipman
GVSU freshman
GVL / Andrew Mills
Sister Act: Jackie Shipman hits a backhand at the Regional Championship.
share, especially since they 
play for the same school. Not 
having to travel to different 
locations for tennis matches 
is one of their favorite parts, 
the sisters said.
“They think it’s great,” 
Jackie said. “We’re really 
close and they give us better 
support at school since we’re 
together, rather than long­
distance.”
Jackie is in her final season 
but said she will cherish the 
time she spent playing with 
Niki.
“It’s awesome,” she said.“I 
love it. She’s my best friend, 
and it’s a nice added bonus to 
have her on the team.”
ckalleward@ lanthorn .com
Basketball season tips off with fan fest
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer
It may not have had the 
glitz and glamour of Mid­
night Madness nights fea­
turing celebrities and pro­
fessional prospects seen at 
some universities, but Grand 
Valley State University’s 
Tip-Off Madness gave play­
ers and fans the opportunity 
to experience the excitement 
of the upcoming 2010-11 
season together.
The event, held in con­
junction with the football 
team’s Kid’s Club Day on 
Saturday, allowed players to 
showcase a fun side for both 
themselves and more than 
250 children and fans in at­
tendance.
“It’s fun to come out and 
see all the fans and kids out 
there,” said senior forward 
Justin Ringler. “We appre­
ciate their participation be­
cause when they come to 
games it gives us an advan­
tage.”
The event featured five
on-court games, won handi­
ly by the women’s team. In a 
battle of coaching staffs, the 
women out-dueled the men 
in a free throw contest. Then 
the three-point shootout 
matched Nick Carreri and 
Wes Tram­
mell for the 
men against 
Elizabeth 
Van Tiflin 
and Jasmine 
Padin for the 
women. Van 
Tiflin and Pa­
din dominat­
ed shootout 
as Van Tiflin 
defeated her 
back court 
counterpart 
in the finals. I 
The on-court
games wrapped up with an 
18-player game of lightning, 
won by sophomore guard 
Dan Newell.
“It’s always beneficial 
to practice at home with an 
atmosphere like we had to­
night,” said men’s basketball 
coach Ric Wesley. “Being
"We appreciate 
(the fans') 
participation 
because when 
they come to 
games it gives us 
an advantage."
-Justin Ringler
GVSU senior
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a fun thing for the players, 
they can take experiences 
from festivities like this and 
use them to joke with each 
other and grow closer as a 
team.”
The monotony of practice 
is something 
that comes with 
being an ath­
lete. The drills 
do not get any 
different, and 
the wind sprints 
do not get any 
shorter, but the 
change up of 
being able to 
get on the court 
with fans in the 
seats is a change 
the teams see as 
a good one.
“Sometimes 
it’s just fun to go out and 
play some games,” said 
Ringler, a second team All- 
American. “It loosens up the 
atmosphere for the team and 
gives us a chance to get away 
from the normal practice.”
As far as practice goes, 
the season is still young. 
Some jumpers looked a little 
flat and some dunks clanked 
off the rim, but both teams 
enjoyed being able to show­
case themselves to the fans.
“It’s great to receive sup­
port,” said junior guard Al­
vin Storrs. “We use that as 
motivation. The first week 
of practice is always the 
toughest, so it‘s fun to get 
out on the court and just en­
joy playing basketball.”
Both Ringler and Storrs 
agreed Tip-Off Madness has 
an effect on the team. While 
the players hang out off the 
court, the chemistry and ca­
maraderie the team gains at
—
.
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Cheering section: Sophomore Tony Peters runs onto the court as cheerleaders cheer him on during Tip-Off madness.
nights like Tip-Off Madness 
is an added bonus.
“We’re already close as 
a team, but this gives us a 
chance to get even closer,” 
Storrs said. “Being able to 
get off the practice court
makes things less serious. I 
think that is great for us.”
The teams have two 
weeks until their first games 
of the season, both exhibi­
tion games. The men will 
travel to Dayton University
to take on the defending NIT 
Champions, while the wom­
en will head to East Lansing 
to take on Michigan State 
University.
bfredericksen @ lanthorn xom
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Lakers struggle early against Lake Erie
GVL / Eric Coulter
Sticky fingers: Junior Greg Gay heads to the end zone for one of his three touchdown 
receptions Saturday. He leads the Lakers in receiving yards (547) and receiving touchdowns (6).
Second half performance 
helps GV to 57-23 victory
By Cody Eding
GVL Sports Editor
Few teams could walk away from 
a 57-23 victory with anything other 
than a sense of satisfaction.
The Grand Valley State University 
hxrtball team, however, is not one of 
those squads.
It would have been tough to tell 
from an outsider’s perspective wheth­
er the Lakers had won or lost Satur­
day night by the sternness of GVSU 
head coach Matt Mitchell in the post­
game press conference. After yielding 
494 yards of total offense and 23 first 
half points to winless Lake Lrie Col­
lege, Mitchell’s speech to his team 
after the game was one of the lon­
gest all season, and his list of needed 
improvements rivaled that of a busy 
handyman.
“We are fortunate to win that 
game,” Mitchell said. “We made 
some plays down the stretch in the 
second half, but if we’re fat and hap­
py coming out of that one, then we’re 
not progressing. It’s disappointing be­
cause I felt like we took a little bit of 
a step back. I thought we we’re pro­
gressing and were going to come out 
and be able to get some stops and do 
some things. Obviously, we didn’t.”
No. 1 GVSU (7-0, 6-0 GLIAC) 
struggled in every facet of the game 
at one point or another during Satur­
day’s contest, which allowed for the 
Storm to momentarily take a 20-19 
lead in second quarter and to trail 
only 27-23 at halftime.
The Lakers’ defense surrendered 
337 yards of total offense to Lake 
Erie’s option scheme in the first half, 
giving quarterback Sean Bedevelsky 
plenty of time in the pocket to dissect 
the GVSU defense. The Storm con­
trolled the game in the first half - they 
had the ball for five more minutes 
than the Lakers - and were helped by 
several missed tackles.
“I was saying it all week, obvious­
ly my players and our program wasn’t
listening: They have a good offense,” 
Mitchell said. “That quarterback is 
good. He’s a good player. When we 
weren’t in the right spots and weren’t 
doing what we were supposed to do, 
he ate us up at times. It’s not like this 
was an anomaly with their offense.”
Special teams continue to be prob­
lematic as GVSU missed three extra 
points and struggled at times on kick 
coverage.
“We’re missing extra points,” 
Mitchell said. “Kickoff team wasn’t 
real great ... Our coverage teams I 
don’t think had a very good night, ei­
ther - some things to work on there.”
All negatives aside, more than a 
few bright spots shone through for
the Lakers.
Redshirt freshman strong safety 
Erik Thompson and senior free safety 
Matt Bakker each recorded intercep­
tions in the second half. Thompson’s 
pick on Lake Erie’s first drive of the 
second half started the rally by the de­
fense, while Bakker weaved through 
traffic to return his interception 87 
yards only to run out of steam and get 
caught from behind at Lake Erie’s 12- 
yard line.
“I was running out of gas at the 
end there,” Bakker said. “I was just 
like, 'Don’t get caught from behind. 
Don’t get caught from behind.’ And, 
sure enough, I got caught from be­
hind. The guys will probably give me
a hard time about that one.”
The Lakers shutout Lake Erie in 
the second half and held the Storm to 
only 157 yards of offense while forc­
ing four turnovers.
Senior quarterback Kyle McMa­
hon passed for 265 yards and four 
touchdowns - three of which found 
the arms of junior wide receiver Greg 
Gay - and made a move to avoid a 
Lake Erie defender on his three-yard 
touchdown scamper with 12:56 to 
play in the third quarter.
“Coach has got a lot of confi­
dence in me catching the balls over 
the middle,” said Gay, who finished 
with eight catches for 137 yards to go 
along with the three scores. “If I can 
keep doing that, I guess balls keep 
coming my way.”
The one-two running back punch 
of senior Justin Sherrod and Norman 
Shuford continues to be tough to cor­
ral for opposing defenses. Sherrod 
ripped off a 33-yard, second-quarter 
touchdown run down the left sideline 
and also had 12-yard receiving touch­
down in the third quarter. He finished 
with 118 yards on II carries, while 
Shuford added 29 yards on seven at­
tempts.
Senior wide receiver Ryan Bass 
became the 29th player in GVSU 
history to total 1,000 yards receiving 
with his 31-yard grab shortly before 
halftime.
Even with the landslide victory 
thanks to the turnaround, the Lakers 
cannot expect similar second-half re­
sults against a better team. Small mis­
takes - missed tackles, missed receiv­
ers, missed extra points - do not mean 
much against Lake Erie, but could 
cost GVSU the game in the playoffs, 
Mitchell said.
“We didn’t play our best football 
in all three phases and we came away 
with a 57-23 win,” he said. “Part of 
me says if we can leam some lessons 
from that, then it’s worth it. But, if we 
don’t leam any lessons from that in 
terms of tackling and execution on 
both sides of the ball, that’s kind of 
a wasted victory because that’s how 
you are going to get better.”
sports @ lanthorn .com
SCORING SUMMARY
Grand Valley State 57 
Lake Erie College 23
1st .in 3r 4th Final 
GVSU 19 8 14 16 57 
LEC 6 17 0 0 23
First Quarter
13:23 GVSU - Greg Gay 29 yd 
pass from Kyle McMahon (Luke 
Briggs kick)
7:14 LEC - Sam Morcotte 38 yd 
field goal
6:10 GVSU - Gay 49 yd pass from 
McMahon (Briggs kick failed) 
1:35 LEC - Marcotte 35 yd field 
goa
0:06 GVSU - Gay 20 yd pass from 
McMahon (Briggs kick failed)
Second Quarter
10:16 LEC - Sean Bedevelsky 12 
yd run (Marcotte kick)
7:05 LEC - Nick Yeager 25 yd 
pass from Bedevelsky (Marcotte 
kick)
2:41 GVSU - Justin Sherrod 33 
yd run (Sherrod run)
0:40 LEC - Marcotte 33 yd field 
goal
Third Quarter
12:56 GVSU - McMahon 3 yd 
run (Briggs kick)
3:46 GVSU - Sherrod 12 yd pass 
from McMahon (Briggs kick)
Fourth Quarter
12:25 GVSU - Norman Shuford 
10 yd run (Briggs kick failed) 
7:51 GVSU - Luke Briggs 28 yd 
field goal
1:44 GVSU - Heath Parting 5 yd 
run (Briggs kick)
Women's soccer gets redemption in weekend sweep
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By Greg Monahan
GVL Senior Reporter
Since its 65-game regular 
season winning streak was 
snapped earlier this year, 
the Grand Valley State 
University women’s soccer 
team has circled one game 
on its schedule - a rematch 
against Northern Michigan 
University, the first GLIAC 
team to take them down in 
four seasons.
Friday’s game against 
the Wildcats in Allendale 
went scoreless until the 28th 
minute when senior Jaleen 
Dingledine netted her eighth 
goal of the season off of a
cross from sophomore Ashley 
Botts. 'Hiat one goal stood as 
the only goal until the 78th 
minute of the game when 
Botts tacked on an insurance 
goal for the Lakers, affording 
the team to coast to a 2-0 win.
The Lakers heavily oulshot 
the Wildcats 32-6 while also 
holding a 12-1 advantage in 
comer kicks.
The Lakers lost a l -0 
game on Sept. 19 to Northern 
Michigan in Marquette, 
Mich., with an overtime goal 
ending their 43-game GLIAC 
winning streak and knocking 
them from the top of the 
conference. It was a game 
that saw the Lakers heavily
oulshoot the Wildcats and 
spend the majority of their 
time on the attack, but the 
team was unable to finish and 
get the ball in the net.
GVSU head coach Dave 
Dilanni said the team was 
excited to take advantage of 
the chance to down Northern 
Michigan after the upset 
earlier in the season.
“I think that any time a 
team is the only one who 
beats you, you want to try to 
redeem some of that,” he said. 
“I thought that we played with 
a little bit more passion than 
the first time we played them, 
they're a good team, they're 
athletic and they defend very 
well all over the field. 
They're not an easy team 
to play, but I thought our 
kids really came with 
intensity and focus in that 
game.”
The Lakers (13-1-1, 
10-1-1 GLIAC) have not 
given up a goal since the 
Wildcat loss as they’ve 
outscored their opponents 
39-0 and never scored less 
than two goals over the 
last eight games.
Goalkeeper Chelsea 
Parise said the team’s 
defense does not go out 
and look for a shutout, but 
they know it will come 
with solid play.
“We’re not really
GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Share the wealth: Junior Erin Mruz passes the ball to sophomore Alyssa 
Mira. Mruz scored a goal in a 5-0 win against Michigan Tech Sunday.
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thinking about ‘Oh, we need 
a shutout’ or ‘Oh, we need 
to do this,’” she said. “It’s 
just playing the game, doing 
things right and working with 
each other. That’s been the key 
with the back line, everybody 
works off of each other very 
well.”
The second game of 
the weekend saw GVSU 
squaring off against Michigan 
Technological University, a 
team they already beat 5-0 
earlier in the year. The leakers 
had identical luck against the 
Huskies on Sunday, benefiting 
from a hat trick from 
sophomore Kayla Addison.
Junior Erin Mruz added one 
for the Lakers as well as the 
team cruised behind Parise’s 
ninth shutout of the season 
for another 5-0 win against 
Michigan Tech.
The weekend’s games 
signaled the end of a significant 
home stretch for the Lakers as 
the team will hit the road next 
weekend for the first time 
in almost a month. Friday 
the team travels to Tiffin 
University for a 4 p.m. game 
and will then travel about 
26 miles east for a Sunday 
matchup at nixin against the 
University of Findlay.
gnu malum @ lanthorn rorn
Basically, the talk at 
halftime was that we got 
punched in the mouth 
in the first half and that 
was behind us. We had to 
decide what we wanted to 
do with the second half. If 
we were going to respond 
to that, if we're going to 
step up a little bit and do
something about it.5 9
-Matt Mitchell
KEY PERFORMERS
Greg Gay
wide receiver
Gay caught eight passes 
for 137 yards and three 
touchdowns to lead all 
receivers.
ErickThompson
safety
Thompson's interception 
on Lake Erie's first drive of 
the second half keyed the 
defensive turnaround. The 
redshirt freshman finished 
with five tackles.
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Is this India?: Actors perform in a scene illustrating Christopher Columbus' interaction with Native Americans during the ‘Rethinking Columbus'event.
'Rethinking Columbus'gives 
students a different perspective
Event asks students to rethink view of national hero Christopher Columbus
By Marcus J. Reynolds
GVL Staff Writer
The rhythmic beat of the Indian 
drummers drowned out the usual noon 
sounds of the DeVos Center clock tow­
er. Crowds of curious students were 
drawn to the Loosemore Auditorium 
by the bellowing chants of the natives 
as a group of 35-50 students, faculty 
and community members answered the 
call of their cause.
The Grand Valley State University 
Native American Student Association 
combined with other organizations to 
present “Rethinking Columbus: Dis­
cover the American Indian Perspec­
tive” last week to give the general pub­
lic a different viewpoint of the day.
“Columbus Day is a misrepresenta­
tion of history,” said drummer Jonathan 
Reinhart.
This message of a non-traditional 
Columbus Day event was communi­
cated throughout the program by incor­
porating humor, theater and music, but 
the crowd appeared at the event somber 
and serious, perhaps due to the serious­
ness of the subject.
To begin, the audience was showed 
a 1960s cartoon from Mel-toons, which 
displayed a false depiction of Colum­
bus as a hero discovering America.
Dee Ann Sherwood, from the of­
fice of Inclusion and Equity, explained 
that the film showed what we learned 
in school all the way through high 
school.
“It showed the indoctrination and 
cultural mythology that we teach 
American students,” she said.
After the cartoon, a video presen­
tation showed clips of media entities 
such as Katie Couric glancing over the 
perspectives of Native Americans.
The segments then moved into visu­
als of American Indian protesters being
hosed and jailed by the authorities for 
trying to tell their stories.
“We often idolize Columbus as a 
great explorer,” said GVSU student 
Lindsey Foster. “Instead, Columbus 
committed crimes and the day honor­
ing him has been distorted over the 
years, covering up the real story of first 
contact.”
The theatrical portion explored this 
point with humor in an opening song 
called “Mother.” The song was just 
vocals with no words accompanied by 
drums, which showed that the indig­
enous people were content with their 
way of life before the Columbus’ ar­
rival.
Once the “discoverers” arrived, 
the actors portrayed the crew as erro­
neously believing they had arrived in 
India and thus naming the “animals” 
Indians.
The crowd broke out in laughter as 
the “Indians” pulled out a cell phone, 
calling Homeland Security on Colum­
bus and his crew.
“The play was designed to humor­
ously connect the past with the present 
and show how our culture, language 
and tradition were stolen,” Sherwood 
said.
The play concurrently showed facts 
on screen, such as the initial Arawak 
population estimate of 8 million be­
fore Columbus arrived. By 1516, only 
12,000 were still alive. By 1542, less 
than 200 remained, and by 1555 the 
Arawaks were all gone.
The hour-long presentation ended in 
a discussion panel where a facilitator 
asked area Indian leaders and educa­
tors related questions.
“How does this ugly past of geno­
cide affect the present?” asked Levi 
Rickert, of the Prairie Band Potawato- 
mi nation.
Shannon Martin, director of Ziibi- 
wing Center in Mount Pleasant, Mich., 
answered, “If we don’t learn from the 
past, it still will be perpetuated; it’s not 
gold and spices now, but oil ”
mrexnolds @ lanthorn .com
Ottawa researcher 
to discuss French 
influence in GR
Lyanna R. Hampton
GVL Intern
French students will have 
an opportunity Tuesday to 
leam about French culture in 
America through the personal 
letters and diaries of French- 
Canadian immigrants.
Dr. France Martineau 
from the University of Ot­
tawa in Canada will discuss 
her experience in the study 
of language through an in­
vestigation of written docu­
ments at noon in room 2113 
of AuSable Hall. Martineau 
will also explore the French 
letters of the Campau family 
as Louis Campau is one of 
the founding fathers of the 
city of Grand Rapids.
Campau was the first 
white man to inhabit this 
area, according to www.his- 
tory grandrapids .org.
“It’s really hard to obtain; 
most written documents his­
torically tend to be more for­
mal,” said Dan Golembeski, 
a French professor at Grand 
Valley State University. “She 
has letters from his family 
and friends and she is inter­
ested in finding out about our 
area, the area he lived in.”
The discussion will be 
entirely in 
French so 
Golemb­
eski recom­
mends that 
students in 
upper lev­
el French 
courses at­
tend.
“It’s re­
ally aimed 
at people 
who are re­
ally good at 
French,” he 
said. “Stu­
dents with 
300-level 
French or 
more would 
be more comfortable.”
Martineau said she will 
discuss how the French have 
evolved in America and 
Grand Rapids.
“I want to show two 
things, first what these papers 
tell me about how the people 
talked at these times and sec­
ond what I can find about the 
French community through 
these papers,” she said.
Martineau said she began 
the study after finding the let­
ters of the Campau family in 
Detroit. She discovered that 
the family moved toward
MARTINEAU
"I want to know 
what happens 
next. I have the 
first part of the 
story and when I 
present I want to 
find the second 
part of the story."
-Dr. France Martineau
University of Ottawa 
professor
Grand 
R a p - 
ids and 
even­
tually 
helped 
to build 
the city.
The let­
ters she 
found 
from the
early 1800s through 1850 
have really sparked her curi­
osity, and she said she hopes 
through her discussion she 
can find some answers to her 
questions about the Campau 
family.
“I want to know what hap­
pens next,” she said. “1 have 
the first part of the story and 
when I present I want to find 
the second part of the story.”
Golembeski said he finds 
it very interesting that some­
one of Martineau’s position 
has taken an interest in Mich­
igan and thinks it is a great 
opportunity for students to 
ask questions about becom­
ing a researcher.
He said it is important 
for students to see research­
ers and see what they can do 
with their own degrees after 
college.
“It’s im­
portant to 
connect to 
what’s going 
on in French- 
Canada,” he 
said. “I think 
we tend to 
forget we 
have these 
neighbors.”
M a r - 
tineau said 
she hopes 
to find a de­
scended of 
the Campau 
family and to 
gain a better 
idea of how 
the French 
culture was implemented in 
Grand Rapids.
“I think 1 will have a great 
discussion with the people at 
Grand Valley because they 
are interested in French,” she 
said. “I think what I can pro­
vide is a better picture. The 
letters I have I could link to 
other families. I could link 
them to the whole picture of 
French in America.”
Golembeski requests an 
emailed RSVP to golem- 
bed@gvsu.edu.
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Prize-winning writer lectures on how place defines person
Author Achy Obejas gives 'Identity and Dislocation' lecture as part of'Professionals of Color' series
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Senior Reporter
Achy Obejas, a Cuban-American author 
and Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, posed 
questions of identity to almost 100 people in 
“Identity and Dislocation" at 4 p.m. on Thurs­
day in the Kirkhof Center as part of a lecture 
series titled “Professionals of Color.”
Obejas said a discussion 
of identity might seem to be 
a leisurely subject, but it is 
actually an essential topic to 
understand how to view the 
self and how others view that 
self.
“I am human by birth, Jew­
ish by choice, l^atina by de­
fault,” she said.
However, these definitions 
change meaning depend­
ing on location and context.
Obejas offered the example 
of a Puerto Rican-American 
student who identified herself 
as a Latina, not an American.
The student had never been to Puerto Rico - 
she had been bom in the United States - yet 
she did not call herself an American.
Because the student called herself Puerto 
Rican, she disassociated herself with the 
American identity. She did not accept blame 
for the invasion of Iraq, a product of the Unit­
ed States government and armed forces.
"What does the Puerto Rican invasion of
Iraq look like?” Obejas said. “What does 
the Puerto Rican invasion of any place look 
like?”
She said in Miami, Mexicans do not exist 
in the cultural imagination. But in Los Ange­
les, the exact opposite is true.
“Who we are changes with the place and 
the politics in play,” Obejas said.
Obejas said she went to a Hawaiian uni­
versity as a visiting writer 
and, for the first time in 
her life, was considered 
white, not Latina. Because 
the subject of race is taboo 
in Hawaii, Obejas opened 
the topic for discussion by 
picking on stereotypes.
She said Cubans are 
greedy capitalists, but the 
Hawaiian students did not 
understand. In their frame 
of reference, Hispanics 
made up about 3 percent 
of the population and fell 
into two categories. The 
conquerors got credit for 
introducing cowboys and a specific pastry to 
the islands. The conquered were Puerto Ri­
cans, associated in Hawaii with modest and 
hard-working individuals.
The students assumed Obejas fell into the 
second category as some a Puerto Rican.
“We tend not to like stereotypes, but only 
if they’re negative,” Obejas said. “Our prin­
ciple responsibility is to tell the truth about 
our complex lives, to defy and confirm ste­
"Our principle 
responsibility is 
tell the truth about 
our complex lives, 
to defy and confirm
stereotypes."
•Achy Obejas
Author, journalist
GVL / Rachel Dwyer
Self discovery: Cuban- American writer Achy Obejas speaks about identity on Thursday.
reotypes.
Kim Ranger, 
arts and humani­
ties librarian, sat 
in the front row at 
the event and said 
the Obejas’ lecture 
was “fantastic.”
In particular,
Obejas’ final an­
ecdote about a 
disagreement be­
tween two Puerto 
Ricans - a doctor 
from Germany 
and a janitor from 
New York - sent 
Ranger a message 
about identity.
“Race and 
privilege really are 
just subjective,”
Ranger said.
The event was 
part of a lecture 
series. Profession­
als of Color, hosted by Grand Valley State 
University’s Office of Multicultural Affairs.
The lecture series invites Hispanic, Afri­
can American, Asian and Native American 
speakers.
“On a campus like GVSU, a lot of the pro­
fessors are white,” said Bobby Springer, as­
sociate director of the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, “So it’s important for students to see 
a variety of different people giving these lec­
tures.’
Springer added students can look to the 
speakers in the Professionals of Color lecture 
series as role models as opposed to the people 
of color shown in the media, sometimes the 
only models an audience otherwise knows.
The next Professionals of Color lecture 
will feature professional baseball player and 
ESPN analyst Doug Glanville at 6 p.m. on 
Nov. 4 in the Loosemore Auditorium.
sskowronek@ lanthorn .com
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Announcements
Careerfest & Federal Oppor­
tunities Fair. Come out 
Wednesday October 13 from 
2 pm to 6pm at the DeVos 
Place Convention Center 303 
Monroe, Grand Rapids. For 
information on employers 
visit www.gvsu.edu/career- 
fairs
Interested in Grad School? 
Come to the Graduate 
School Fair Thursday Octo­
ber 14th 10am-2pm in Henry 
Hall. For more information 
contact the Counseling and 
Career Development Center 
of the Office of Graduate 
Studies.
Help save water and don’t 
leave sinks and showers run­
ning when you are not using 
them. For more information 
visit www.gvsu.edu/faciliti- 
esservices/
Catholic Campus Ministry. 
St. Luke University Parish. 
Your catholic connection al 
GVSU. Sunday Masses: Al­
lendale Christian School 8:0C 
& 10:30 am Grand Valley 
Cook-DeWitt 5:30pm.
Check out Biggby Coffee lo­
cated in Allendale! Along with 
great drinks, Biggby offers 
free wi-fi and is conveniently 
located to campus. Stop in 
today!
Help us save energy and 
switch to CFL or LED light 
bulbs. Standard light bulbs 
waste a lot of electricity and 
don’t last long. For more in­
fo r m at i o n visit. 
www.gvsu.edu/facilitiesserv- 
ices/
Live your best life! Snap Fit­
ness offers two convenient 
locations in Allendale and 
Grand Rapids. Stop in today 
and get your first month free! 
www.snapfitness.com
We wash every car like it’s 
our own! Stop by Allendale 
Auto Wash today! Located _ 
mile west of GVSU campus. 
616.895.5040.
Welcome back GVSU stu­
dents! Motman”s Farm Mar­
ket is now open and has 
great deals for students and 
staff. Located one mile east 
of GVSU Campus!
Weekend masses Saturday 
4pm, Sunday 9am and 11am. 
733 Bridge St, NW Grand 
Rapids, Ml 49504. (616) 
458-321 3. Visit
www.stjamesparish.cathQr
licweb.com.
Welcome back GVSU stu­
dents! Motman’s Farm Mar­
ket opens September 8th 
and offers great deals to stu­
dents and staff. Located one 
mile east of GVSU Campus!
Entertainment
The Grand Valley Shake­
speare Festival and Theater 
presents As You Like It. Per­
formances: October 1-10. 
For tickets call 616-331-2300 
or visit
www.starticketsplus.com.
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/shakes
Every Monday is College 
Night. Get in for just $5 with 
your College ID. Text 
KZOOVU to 68683 to receive 
discounts and coupons! Visit 
dejavu.com
Roommates
Roommate Wanted in home 
in Grand Rapids, 10 minutes 
from Pew Campus. $370 
utilities included. Call Marcie 
at (810)610-5132.
Services_______
Experienced Attorney 3 Miles 
from Campus. 616.895.7300. 
www.davidknoesterplc.com.
Lake Michigan Dental has 
been supporting smiles for 
generations! Conveniently lo­
cated one block west of Co- 
vell Street on the GVSU bus 
route! 616-453-8211 or 
www.lakemichigandental.co 
m
Legal help for college stu­
dents. We represent students 
with MIP and all other crimi­
nal charges. Contact us 24/7 
for a free consultation. 
616-304-1414 or 
www.edudefense.com
Opportunities
Changing the world by 
changing theirs. TEACH. 
$30,000 Fellowship. Master 
Degree. Ongoing Support. 
Apply now - October 13 
deadline, www.wwteachfel- 
lowship.org.
Housing
Grand Valley’s best kept 
deal. University Townhomes 
& Apartments guarantees the 
lowest price per person. En­
joy a quiet atmosphere with a 
variety of home styles to 
choose from less than 2 
miles from campus. Call Tim 
today 616-477-5511
Great Specials at Brook- 
meadow Apartments! One 
and two bedroom apart­
ments are available for short 
and long term leases. Call to- 
day 616-284-4239
More Fun...Less Money at 
Campus View Housing! 
Brand new pool for summer 
2011. Huge rec center with 
massive movie theater! 
616-895-6678 or www.cam- 
pusviewhousing.com
Subleaser needed for winter 
semester. Spacious 4 bed­
room loft (need one more) 5 
minutes from downtown GR. 
$393.75/month electric.
American Seating Broadway. 
Free parking & Internet, clip- 
para@mail.qvsu.edu
Internships
Environmental research in­
ternship opportunity. The An- 
nis Water Resources Institute 
at Grand Valley is dedicated 
to studying the Great Lakes 
and offers great hands on in­
ternship opportunities. For 
more information contact 
www .g vsu. edu/wri
Employment
Experienced bartender 
needed for expansion, apply 
at Mancino’s from 1-4 Mon- 
day-Friday. No phone calls.
Visit Lanthorn.com
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Conpqrt
Connection
Sharpen Your Scissors 
www.lakercouponconnection.com
____ King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Slugger’s 
tool
4 Avocation
9 Despondent
12 Work with
13 “Swan Lake” 
role
14 Weeding 
device
15 Wisconsin 
city
17 Away from 
WSW
18 Approvals
19 Hidden 
marksman
21 Societal 
levels
24 Engineering 
sch.
25 “Wha’dja
say?” 54 Scarlet 9 Creche 37 Maiden
26 Morning 55 Wear down figures 39 Culprit in a
moisture 56 Visibility hin 10 Top-rated trite
28 Considers drance 11 Antelope’s whodunit
31 War god 57 “- Miniver” playmate 42 India’s first
33 Thanksgiving 58 Related to 16 Automaton, prime
veggie the moon for short minister
35 Let fall 59 Pair 20 On the rocks 44 Gear tooth
36 Old hat 21 Punch-ballot 45 Students’
38 Talk on and DOWN bit quarters
on 1 Clear the 22 Emanation 46 Basin
40 Modern-day tables 23 Small, accessory
evidence 2 Blond shade stocky 50 A billion
41 Be on an 3 Golf prop ponies years
angle 4 Addicted 27 Witty one 51 Toward the
43 Arizona city 5 Homeric 29 Stereo stern
45 “Heavens!” work alternative 52 Tend the
47 Jurist Lance 6 Ginormous 30 Bridge lawn
48 Possess 7 Explosion 32 Crystal gazer 53 Id
49 “Find the 8 Had a 34 Waltzing girl counterpart
pea” con longing (for) of song
© 2010 King Features Synd., Inc.
Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
1 8 2 6
2 4 7 5
4 i 5 1 9
3 6 9 4
8 3 6 7
2 6 7 5
9 5 8 2
7 5 2 3
8 3 9 6
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
© 2010 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Halloween horror: Several GVSU 
organiaations volunteer at the Forest of Fear.
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Pumpkin Spice Spread
NIGHTS IN THE
A devilishly good treat
Try this pumpkin spread with 
crackers, chips or apple slices- it's 
cheap and has a great seasonal
■
Zombies, ghosts, witches and 
five-acre winding path in the Forest of Fear.
The haunted wood has housed Grand Valley State 
University student dolls. Hell creatures and more in the 
10 years it has been in existence.
Located in Caledonia, Mich., Forest of Fear is a 
fundraising event organized by the Kentwood Jaycees. 
Proceeds from ticket sales go to community projects 
such as charity drives and scholarship programs.
According to the Forest of Fear website, it is “the 
largest and longest running outdoor haunted attraction 
in West Michigan.*’
Several GVSU student organizations have volunteered 
to work at the Forest of Fear. Volunteers don costumes 
and makeup to act out assigned scenes. Depending on 
the number of volunteers the organization provides, 
the Jaycees give $100 to $200 to the volunteering 
organization.
Honors fraternity Phi Sigma Pi volunteered at Forest 
of Fear Saturday. Jim Stray, head of the scholarship 
committee, said the locale contributes to the success of 
the haunted attraction.
“In Caledonia, a woods in the middle of nowhere?” 
he said. “That’s pretty creepy.”
At 8758 Patterson Road, south of 84th Street, the 
forest’s location gives the impression of being away 
from all civilization. The walk from the parking area 
to the guided tours takes visitors through a dimly lit 
swamp.
The Pre-Physical Therapy Club also worked at Forest 
of Fear on a Saturday, one of the attraction’s busiest
days.
Trisha Mayo, who coordinated the event for Pre- 
PL was a character in the last of more than 14 scenes. 
She played one of four girls in a bus scene, in which 
patrons filed into an abandoned bus in a swamp. Mayo 
popped out from under the seats and rocked back and
you a script,” she said. “So you improvise.”
The Forest of Fear event staff advised the volunteers 
to scream loud and make the scenes as scary as possible. 
They also told Mayo not to touch patrons, and the patrons 
could not touch her.
Jocelyn Zimmerman, who went with the Pre-PT 
Club, played a zombie. That night there were more 
volunteers than the scenes required, so she stood on a 
route between scenes.
In a tattered costume and pasty makeup, Zimmerman 
walked out and startled patrons. While she did not 
scream, she sometimes followed people through the 
haunted forest. Once, she sat in the middle of the path 
rocking back and forth.
Zimmerman said she remembered when a group of 
young men screamed and ran backwards away from the 
zombies on the path.
“They fell down because they could not get away fast 
enough,” she said.
Zimmerman also attended a haunted house in Niles, 
Mich, after volunteering at the Forest of Fear. However, 
she said it did not have the same element of suspense. 
Most of the attractions were automated and triggered by 
a sensor.
Mayo said while younger kids and adults are more 
apt to show fear, teenagers are not.
“Part of being scared is pretending you’re not scared,” 
she said.
The Forest of Fear features many GVSU students, 
and the attraction is open the whole month of October. 
It is currently open from dusk to 10 p.m. on Thursdays 
and Sundays and from dusk to 11 p.m. on Fridays and 
Saturdays,
bmestdagh @ lanthorn .com
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An 8-ourtce package of softened cret 
' cheese"^' "■
* pumpkin^ 
tnamon /
[uarter teaspoon of nutmeg 
teaspoon of salt
!us nine toasted pecans'
Instructions;
- Beat the cream cheese and pumpkin 
until the mixture is smooth and 
creamy.
- Chop all but nine pecans, and add
them with the spices. ^
-Spread the mixture on a dinner plate 
in a pumpkin shape.
- Cut three pecans in half lengthwise, 
and position for the eyes.
Make a mouth out of five pecans, 
and a nose out of one.
- Place the final one on top for die 
stem
-Refrigerate overnight so it firms 
back up, then serve with crackers, 
chips or fresh fall apples.
Recipe adapted from Betty Crocker recipes
Boo-tify your 
room this 
Halloween
Creepy eye decorations: make use of the 
countless ping-pong balls you likely have 
lying around...
WHAT YOU NEED:
• One ping-pong ball per eye decoration
• Permanent markers in shades such as black 
for the eyeball and red for the creepy veins
• A tealight candle that is powered with a 
battery (A four-pack can be purchased for 
$12.99 at Target)
Note: If you want to save money, stick the 
ping-pong balls on a fork instead.
Optional: Items for bedazzling, such as paper 
to cut out into eyelashes, glitter or sequins
WHAT TO DO:
-CTit an X in the ping-pong ball.
-Use the markers to draw your eyeball and 
add creepy details.
-If you choose, add embellishments from cut­
out paper, glitter, sequins, etc.
-Fit the ping-pong ball onto the tealight by 
putting the Tlame" through the X-shaped 
hole you cut.
Craft adapted from Family Fun magazine
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